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Canadians have recognized the existence of regional communities within their nation-

state since its founding in 1867.  However, what constituted a region and determined its

boundaries has not been consistent from one generation to the next.  A widely-accepted notion in

European and American writing in the nineteenth century, one that circulated in Canada, held 

that every human society was shaped by its environment.  It was complemented in Canadian

public discussion by the recognition that differences in political and economic interest also

defined regional communities.  Both approaches, environmentalism and political economy,

contributed to the assumption that regions were influential forces in Canadian public life and

probably in the shaping of individual Canadians= identities.  At some point in the twentieth

century, such broad interpretations were called into question.  The challenge came, in part,  from

social scientists who replaced environmentalist (or Αformal≅ ) interpretations with Αfunctional≅

approaches to social analysis.  An equally important dissent originated with scholars in the

humanities whose increased attention to language and communication resulted in widespread

interest in Αimagined communities≅  and a postmodern scepticism about seemingly-timeless or

essentialist constructs.  Yet popular opinion continued to refer to regions, though with less

frequency and emphasis than in previous generations.  This paper surveys the evolution of these

various perspectives and proposes that careful attention to the qualities of space and time in a

community, especially as they affect the dominant categories of thought itself, will best serve

scholars who wish to use regional analysis.  It argues that not only the federal state and divergent

economic interests but also the  physical world and the historic bonds of community influence

the contemporary understanding of regions in Canada.  This paper suggests, to put its message in

the most general terms, that those who wish to understand the region should not forget place and
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history in their efforts to come to terms with the changing meaning of space and time.

 I

Northern North America is a vast territory, about six thousand kilometres from east to

west and a comparable distance from south to north, based on the drainage systems that once

served as Aboriginal and fur trade communication routes.  Before the seventeenth century, the

land supported a relatively small population of Aboriginal people, probably fewer than one

million, who followed several different economic and cultural patterns in adapting to disparate

environments.  Aboriginal perception of place was associated with the resources upon which the

people relied for their existence and was affirmed by the stories and other arts that communicated

their experience.  Space was indivisible from place Β that is, from specific locations on the

earth=s surface Β but it was also indivisible from the spiritual world embedded in this world=s

physical attributes.  In other words, the link between human experience and the natural world

was so immediate that reference to two spheres, human and natural, would have seemed

incongruous.  This identification of human and natural as one, given the assumption in many

cultures that the two are entirely separate, has important consequences in Canada=s present as

well as its past.1

In the next two hundred years, small numbers of settlers from Europe, some of  whom

intermarried with the First Nations, also sustained their households on the fruits of the earth. 

Whether Aboriginal, European, or Mϑtis, these communities -- fewer than four million

inhabitants in the mid-nineteenth century -- communicated regularly only with their nearest

neighbours though they also maintained intermittent contact with distant centres where imperial

governments, church leaders, and markets for staple exports were located.  In the absence of

systems of intensive administration and trade that encompassed a larger territory, the notion of

region had little or no relevance.  Nonetheless, limited public identities were coalescing during

these centuries, notably as a consequence of war.  What could be more clear than that, in the

battles between the French and English empires for control over northern North America,

residents who belonged to one empire identified with its fortunes and fought against the other?

Both established lasting enclaves of settlement and thereby introduced another cause of regional

difference.2
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The European newcomers also carried a Christian and literate culture to the new land,

establishing notions of an unbridgeable divide between human and natural world and of a print-

encased body of knowledge that addressed all things temporal and spiritual. In the British North

American colonies, as in the rest of the Americas, thriving presses reported the views of colonial

business, military, and church leaders and of the editors themselves in the closing decades of the

eighteenth century.  In this sense, as Benedict Anderson has suggested, the colonial community

was made real by its members= articulation of distinctive perspectives. However, if  the

emergence of colonial nationalism was due in part to the ideas recorded in newspaper columns, it

owed an equal proportion to the legislation of colonial politicians and even more to the economic

and strategic interests of the people.  After all, journalists and politicians articulated views that

prevailed in the communities they represented.3

Despite their roots in this text-based culture, most of the ordinary people of northern

North America were several steps removed from the courts and governments where print

prevailed.  Their relations with Aboriginal neighbours and with the natural environment itself

were more immediate.  They responded to the rhythms of the day and the season and, like their

Aboriginal neighbours, with whom a considerable number of individuals intermarried, they

learned to exploit the resources of the land.  Specialization in particular resources also shaped the

communities differently because each staple required a different kind of infrastructure for its

harvest and shipment.  Thus, Maritime fish and timber, Quebec and Ontario lumber and wheat,

northwestern furs, and British Columbia gold provided foundations for both growing economies

and for the apparently distinctive societies built on them.

The decision to create a single state, Canada,  introduced another version of region, a

conceptualization based not on the environment or print but rather on political institutions.  The

colonial leaders= task was to reconcile within the framework of a single administrative and

electoral system five communities that had acquired a defined status within the British Empire

during the previous century.  Each British colony in North America differed from its counterparts

in the size and composition of its population as well as in history and outlook.  The Fathers=

solution to this political and administrative puzzle was to adopt the federal principle.  The

creation of two levels of government, one of which -- the province -- was constructed precisely
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on the colonial boundaries of the preceding century, confirmed the regional qualities of the new

national community.  So, too, did the creation of two chambers of parliament, a House of

Commons and a Senate, the former based on representation by population, the latter based on a

principle of Αregional equality.≅   Provinces might well be considered regions.  But so, too, might

larger territories.  Thus, the notion of regions was reinforced by the allocation of twenty-four

seats to each of Canada West (Ontario), Canada East (Quebec), and the Maritimes (Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick).  In later years this version of the regional principle was extended when the

four western provinces were allocated six seats each, twenty-four in all, to match the

representation provided the three original sections.4

The forces that underlay later notions of Canadian regions were deeply entrenched by the

time of Confederation.  Aboriginal cultural history and Aboriginal-white relations, imperial wars,

enclaves of language and staple production, and distinct colonial administrations all reinforced

the perception that the new nation embraced a number of spatially-distinct communities.  And the

introduction of print-capitalism, with its power to shape public sentiment, reinforced the

people=s identification with these colonial Β soon to be  regional -- identities.  Region, in short,

was already employed in a Αfunctional≅  sense.  Moreover, these Aboriginal and settler

households maintained direct, immediate relations with the natural environment.  Thus, the

various physical landscapes of northern North America -- Αformal≅  regions -- were engraved on

the minds of an overwhelming proportion of ordinary citizens.  The federal state established in

1867 and the references to sections that can be discerned in its constitution simply recognized

what was evident to everyone about northern North America=s public identities.  Both historical

forces and peoples= relations with the physical environment shaped perceptions of region in the

nascent Canada.

II

More regions, and more deeply-entrenched regional images, became commonplace in

discussions of Canada during the seventy-five years after Confederation. By the 1940s and

1950s, Canadians accepted as conventional wisdom that the local territory in which they lived --

often termed a region -- was a defining force in their lives and in their nationality.

As in other European and Europe-descended lands, writers in the new Canadian nation
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assumed that the environment was a powerful force in human society and that the distinctive

physical character of various regions -- an east-to-west-to-north sequence of ocean, forested

lowlands, Shield, plains, mountains, and tundra -- molded both individual character and entire

communities.  In the 1930s historian D. C. Harvey described the Atlantic Ocean as Αthe first

heritage of the Maritimes and their first contribution to the Dominion.≅   Similarly, a few years

later W.L. Morton attributed prairie citizens= sense of distinctiveness to the land: ΑSo

domineering is this environment that it must change people, and greatly, from those of the humid

forest regions of the East.≅   Thus, formal regions remained the foundation of a stereotype in

Canadian popular thought.5

The importance of region as a quality of the new nation was strengthened by political

experience, economic interest, and administrative fiat. Between the 1850s and the 1920s, the

West acquired a touch of glamour as a free and untrammeled frontier, an image sustained by

paintings and photographs of the Rockies, by stories of the exploits of the North West Mounted

Police, and by such political Αfirsts≅  as Manitoba=s legislation to grant women the vote. In the

early twentieth century, the stereotype of the Αconservative Maritimes≅  also came into general

circulation.  Closer investigation reveals what was evident at the time and was then forgotten: the

economies of the three Atlantic provinces had been undermined by developments in the rest of

the country, and by federal government policy choices, and this decline in status sustained a

strong regional  ΑMaritime Rights≅  sentiment that was just as forcefully espoused as its western

analogue.  Yet the West, imagined as a frontier, became the Αradical≅  region and the Maritimes,

rooted in deeper family lineages and local loyalties, became Αconservative.≅   What is amazing,

in retrospect, is that such stereotypes endured for decades, muddying the ongoing debates about

political choices.6

The concept of Canadian region was perceived by several observers in the 1940s to be a

fundamental descriptive category analogous to another type of territorial community, the nation. 

Thus, W L Morton, in his oft-quoted 1946 declaration of prairie uniqueness, asserted that the

prairie region had to Αwork out its own identity in terms of its own historical experience.  It must

realize its latent nationalism, a nationalism neither racial like the French nor dominant -- a
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>garrison= nationality -- like that of Ontario, but environmental and, because of the diversity of

its people, composite.≅   If Αalternative nationalisms,≅  Morton=s phrase, sounds extreme, note

that Andrϑ   Laurendeau used similar words during his initial speech to the Quebec Assembly in

1944.  As the leader of the newly-founded Bloc Populaire, he pledged to Αdefend and restore the

sovereignty of Quebec in areas of its own competence within Confederation.  Quebec, in my

view... is a true State, a people, a nation. [It should make] ... laws suitable to our interests and our

provincial ideals...≅   Laurendeau perceived four public identities -- province, nation, state, and

people -- where Morton saw a fifth -- region.  The dissonance must have been noted at the time

but it seemed to cause little unease before the middle of the twentieth century.7

The notion of region conveyed powerful meanings to the listener.  It was not simply a

term intended to define physically-distinct, physically-homogeneous units of settled territory -- a

Αformal≅  region -- but it was also a relatively subtle and realistic assessment of the political and

social differences created by the spatial patterns of language, religion, and economy, by popular

discussion of community stereotypes, and by history itself.  The decisive quality in Canadians=

approach to region in the first half of the twentieth century was the firm attachment that they

perceived between the social experience and the specific territory -- that is, between people and

place -- as well as between present and past.

III

The region, and the relation between space and place, changed to a certain degree

between the 1950s and the 1990s.  Though it is not possible to be precise about the result, it is

possible to sketch the uncertainty among Canadians about place or location, about the relation

between region and nation, and about perceptions of space and time.

From today=s perspective, events in the late twentieth century present an interesting

dualism.  On one hand, television and computer and global trade have worked their

homogenizing magic in Canada, as elsewhere.  In the words of the clichϑ , they have annihilated

space and compressed time.  On the other hand, world events also constituted a remarkable

tapestry of local democratic struggles in which former colonial states sought national sovereignty

and minority or subordinate populations asserted their claims to equality. One might have said
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that Canadians= resistance to a global, homogenized, consensus society was very strong and that

popular consciousness of region had never been greater.  Certainly, Atlantic and Western protests

figured prominently in news reports. However, one would have to add that the most publicized of

the new reform movements were not regional Β far from it.  Rather, the leading issues in the

public conversation included the sovereigntist movement in Quebec, the Aboriginal peoples=

quest for Αself-government,≅  struggles over definitions of and policy for the family, and

campaigns for women=s rights, for recognition of ethnic and multicultural claims, and for gay

and lesbian rights.  Region remained a force in Canadian life but it was not as prominent as in

earlier generations.

The vigour of these peoples= movements could be juxtaposed with the increasing

ambiguity evident in scholarly analysis of Canadian society.  In these discussions, economic and

linguistic approaches to social study parted company over the interpretation of reality.  Some

scholars contended that the link between territory and citizenship, or between space and place,

had never been so tenuous.   Others believed that they could define region in whatever manner

they chose.  The combination of the above forces -- academic uncertainty, challenges to the

space/place connection, and a proliferation of political reform movements and public identities --

called into question the previous generation=s metanarratives, including such comfortable

generalizations as those about regions.

The discipline of geography was the first to lodge noteworthy reservations about the

concept of region in Canada.  Its practitioners had been influenced by environmentalist visions

from the late nineteenth century and one of its leaders, Griffiths Taylor, published a monumental

study based on environmental assumptions as late as 1947.  However, the environmental

approach to geography was under siege even then.8 What replaced the old geography was, in fact,

the new economics Β or, at least, the increasingly-influential economic approach to social study. 

This widely-held understanding assumed that societies were shaped not by the land itself but, in a

world where primary production occupied fewer and fewer workers, by the modern equivalent,

the  economic forces associated with industrial and cultural production.  The perspective of

neoclassical economists, who took the lead in the redefinition of social knowledge, was evident
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in Αspatial micro economics,≅  which defined a version of region quite precisely because it

adopted an enclosed, circular conceptualization of the world.  The father of regional science,

Walter Isard, illustrated this conceptual shift from environmentalism to economic abstraction

when he suggested that regions should be seen as Αsimple generalizations of the human mind.≅

A similar subdiscipline, macroeconomics, that addressed problems of regional

underdevelopment, won prominence in Atlantic Canada because it emphasized spatial variations

in economic growth. In its Marxist variant, the Αuneven≅  spatial dynamics of the economy were

said to be the concomitants of capitalist development.  These increasingly specialized and even

technical studies set out new Αfunctional≅  regions, defined them in a similarly enclosed and

circular way, and offered policy advice couched in the language of the economist.9

Postwar historians followed geographers in suggesting that Canadian regions were

distinguished by urban patterns and by class and ethnic composition.  They went beyond earlier

geographic formulations, however, by noting the importance to regions of  Αthe Canadian value

system.≅   This was the beginning of notions of  Αimagined communities≅  in Canadian historical

study.10  Where historians turned to matters of Αregional consciousness≅  and Αregional protest,≅

political scientists focused either on government=s responsibility for development strategies and

the uneven distribution of wealth that such policies produced or on the institutions emerging in

the field of federal-provincial relations to mediate inter-regional tensions.  In either case, they did

not challenge the prevailing scholarly assumptions: regions, whether single-province or larger,

continued to exist in Canadian society; and such territorial loyalties influenced Canadian political

activity and citizens= public identities.11

These social science approaches focused on economic fortunes, social imaginings, and

political institutions,  and asserted the Αreality≅  of the regional forces they addressed.  Students

of literature, by contrast, contended that imagination and identity had little or nothing to do with

material reality.  Poet and critic Eli Mandel represented the Canadian version of the linguistic

turn in scholarship by arguing, with reference to the outpouring of imaginative literature in the

prairies, that the Αliterary and academic overtones [of these works] tell us that essentially the

world being observed is a mental one.≅   Noting that cultural historians had, hitherto, been
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environmentalists, Mandel commented that Canadians tended to read regional literature as a

product of a distinctive environment, Αpossibly because we tend to equate regions with

particular space.≅   But he was not convinced: ΑTo say, then, as [novelist] Robert Kroetsch says,

that we have no identity until someone tells our story, that fiction makes us real, is not

paradoxical but tautological.  The statement surely means identity is fictional: it exists only in

stories, in dreams, in fantasy.  About this, we may say one of two things: fantasy plays no

historical or social role or its role is much stranger than anything we yet know.≅   And yet,

ironically, Mandel and many of those who have followed him in the study of prairie literature

contended that the region remained important -- a region of the mind, to be sure, but a  region all

the same. Mandel can be seen as one of the first of his generation in Canada to insist that the

cultural could be separated completely from the physical and economic, and that identity

belonged uniquely in the realm of the imagined.12

Canadians seemed to be more divided than ever in the closing years of the twentieth

century.  Their differences had a little to do with region, to judge from daily conversations, but

also Β and more importantly Β with language, race, ethnicity, gender, and sexuality among other

pressing concerns. And yet, as any outside observer might have commented, these citizens of an

impressively plural society were also increasingly alike and increasingly like citizens in other

nations.  If this seemed paradoxical, so did the tendencies in Canadian scholarship, where

followers of a cultural approach parted company with those who asserted the centrality of

economic forces.  Each side saw the utility of the concept of region but could not agree on the

nature of the reality it purported to describe.  Instead, region had become a category on which

there was no consensus -- a category based on the unequal distribution of wealth, on social and

political disagreements, or on esoteric artistic perspectives. Scholars and ordinary citizens

seemed to agree in one crucial matter: region was not really as important, or as clearly defined, as

it had been two or four or six generations earlier.

IV 

Does this mean that region is now irrelevant?  Is it possible to re-conceptualize the

relation between social processes and spatial form to make the concept clearer?    How does

region relate to nation, given that, in Canada but probably in other countries as well, the link
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between the two concepts is confusing?

Let us suppose that life=s fundamental dimensions of space and time may be subject to

drastic change but that they continue to exist as reference points in daily life.  Assume, too, that

the historian=s task is to explain how and why they have changed and to illustrate the process of

transition. In northern North America there evolved a peoples= sense of place, and of region, that

commenced with Aboriginal recognition of the different environments in which they found their

living and in which stories and art reflected local places.  It was sustained by the immigrant

settlers= identification with place and with the way of life permitted by specialization in the

harvest of particular natural resources.  The sense of region acquired greater relevance, however,

only when a broader vision of a transcontinental society was constructed in the nineteenth

century and when literate communications -- print capitalism -- made specialized, abstract social

analysis possible.  The political arrangements of Confederation recognized, but also reinforced,

the regional identities that already existed.  In the next three or four generations, people=s

relations with place and environment, and their public loyalties, became increasingly rooted, to

the point that they could be recognized as essential elements of individual and group character. 

Then, around the middle of the twentieth century, this unity of vision began to crumble.  Students

of literature contended that their world existed on its own.  Social scientists introduced regional

concepts based on a similarly-enclosed universe in which the existence of regions and merit of

regional categories were demonstrated by means of a variety of circular analyses.  Neither

approach, the Αimagined≅  nor the Αfunctional,≅  despite the creativity and precision of the

individual works, quite captured the subtlety and depth of the Canadian attraction to region.  Yet

their very existence demonstrated that the regional notion survived in Canada.  What is more, its

survival testified to a useful, if prosaic, truth: Canadians had not yet left the dimensions of space

and time, whatever science fiction or postmodernism might tell them. They still believed that

location was important, not just in political activity or economic policy-making, though these

mattered a great deal, but also in terms of their appreciation of place and history.  And they still

lived according to time cues, however unstable and charged with conflict they were.

Part of the problem with the functional and imagined approaches to region lay in the

conceptualization of place. Arjun Appadurai has suggested that any territorial identity should be
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understood as Αrelational and contextual,≅  not Αscalar or spatial.≅   This seems to deny the role

of physical place in our lives, to propose that we live only in our imaginations and in virtual

universes. It is appropriate to contend that a contemporary society=s sense of place includes

familiarity with a particular history, recognition of group boundaries, and identification with

imaginary lives and worlds communicated in such media as film, radio, print, and paint.  All

these approaches are relational and contextual. But to this should be added commonsense notions

of political space -- usually territorial in definition -- and, among some citizens at least, an

intimate knowledge of physical location -- the angle of the light or the touch of the air or the

sound of the background hum or the particular quality of the silence Β that seems like an

epiphany when it strikes. Each of these forces, the political and the physical as well as the

relational and contextual, is real and each sustains the regional approach.13

A second problem concerns the relation between region and nation. Of course, the nation

is a sovereign entity in a single space whereas there are many possible regions.  The absence of a

single, fixed institutional role for Αregion≅  is, in the Canadian case at least, a useful and flexible

quality that contributes to the conduct of local and national conversations.  Nonetheless, the

widely-circulated but mistaken notion that regions can only be transitional moments in a

society=s growth to nationhood  has caused some misunderstanding, especially for Canadians=

appreciation of the challenge posed by Quebec sovereigntists. Regions and nations are not

necessarily contradictions or enemies.  Lord Acton=s dictum about the value of many Αraces≅

(or identities) within one country has long been pointed to as an appropriate recognition of the

useful tension that region introduces into national life.  That Quebec can be a nation, and a region

of Canada, and yet not be a sovereign entity equal to and separate from Canada, is a notion that

has been difficult to establish in Canadian popular discourse.14

Behind these issues of place and nation lies a third, the contemporary understanding of

time.  In nations such as Canada, the scale of historical time, viewed from the perspective of

Europe and its print-capitalist culture, is foreshortened.  Extended Aboriginal-European contact

began only in the early seventeenth century. The Industrial Revolution and print-capitalism

became a substantial cultural force only in the mid-nineteenth century.  In other words, few

Canadians may live on the land today but their recent ancestors probably did so. The Aboriginal
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and settler view of time and space are not far removed from daily life and Canadians encounter

the children of this history in the streets around them.  Such connections can have a bearing on

contemporary society, even though the links between present and past have not been

communicated with sufficient effect to establish a coherent, articulated historical consciousness

among ordinary citizens.  Perhaps this condition prevails in most Αadvanced≅  or Αknowledge-

based≅  communities.15  And perhaps the loss of time-space awareness is a cultural failing

peculiar to today=s  generation and not an eternal absence.

Richard White has noted that, after the linguistic or postmodern turn in the humanities

and social sciences, the categories of our thought must be given the same careful analysis that the

characters and events once received.16 By understanding the history of the regional category in a

given society, one is better able to appreciate what is being said in daily discourse and better-

equipped to understand contemporary circumstances. This history of the region in Canada has

demonstrated that place mattered in previous generations; that regions are not simply nations in

waiting; that land and place continue to play an important role in daily life; and, though it must

make room for many other pressing concerns, that region continues to offer insights into

economic, political, social and cultural difference.
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